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BIRD FRIENDLY GLASS WITH ULTRAVIOLET REFLECTING PATTERNS
FOR RAILINGS, BUILDINGS AND ZOOS

Richmond Ferry Terminal, Richmond, CA
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GLASPRO - BIRD SAFE
BIRD-FRIENDLY GLASS THAT IS VISIBLE TO BIRDS

FEATURES OF GLASPRO BIRD SAFE

“In a time when wildlife faces 
unprecedented, human-driven 
challenges, we have an obligation 
to be responsible members of our 
environment and do what we can to 
mitigate our impacts on those we 
share this planet with. That can start 
with protecting wildlife from deadly 
collisions with our buildings.”

“Including my amendment in HR 
2 brings us that much closer to 
making the Bird-Safe Buildings 
Act law and would go a long way 
toward reducing the billions of fatal 
bird-building collisions that are 
contributing to the vanishing of 
America’s native songbirds.”

- House Representative, Mike Quigley, author of 
H.R. 919 – Bird Safe Buildings Act 2019

Collisions with glass claim the lives of millions of birds every year. Birds are unable 
to pick up clues that windows are present and frequently don’t survive impact 
as they attempt to reach shelter, food and migratory paths reflected in glass. 
Fortunately, they have a broader spectrum of vision than people, giving them
better visual acuity.

This is where GlasPro Bird Safe glass with ultraviolet reflective patterns can help 
prevent bird-window collisions.

With an American Bird Conservancy (ABC) Avoidance Index (AI) of 79%, GlasPro’s 
Bird-Safe glass significantly exceeds the ABC’s minimum standard for effective bird 
collision deterrent materials of 70 percent. Under sunny conditions the product’s AI 
is 84% which is considered highly effective. This means that birds avoid the glass 
when they see the ultraviolet reflective patterns in GlasPro Bird Safe.

The GlasPro bird-friendly solution is highly-transparent to the human eye while 
deterring birds and meeting strict building standards for safety and energy efficiency.

• Laminated safety glass ANZI z97.1
• Meets the performance standards required throughout North America when
  combined with high performance low-E glass.
• Highly effective at deterring bird collisions: American Bird Conservancy Avoidance Index: 79%
• LEED Pilot Credit 55: Bird Collision Deterrence
• Highly-transparent to the human eye
• Budget friendly
• Fast lead times
• Made in the United States
• Easy to implement at the manufacturing stage
• Requires minimum upkeep
• High quality offers extremely long life

Resources:

GlasPro-Bird Safe Product Data

Section 08 81 00 Glass Glazing - 
GlasPro Bird Safe Glass

Five Things To Look For in Bird-

Friendly Glass
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(An ultraviolet flashlight was used in the example on the right, to show the ultraviolet reflective panels that are visible to 
birds. These images are not photoshopped in any way.)

THIS IS WHAT HUMANS SEE THIS IS WHAT BIRDS SEE

https://abcbirds.org/program/glass-collisions/
http://www.glas-pro.com/docs/GlasPro-Bird%20Safe%20Product%20Data.pdf
http://www.glas-pro.com/docs/088100%20GlasPro%20Bird-Safe.doc
http://www.glas-pro.com/docs/088100%20GlasPro%20Bird-Safe.doc
http://www.glas-pro.com/docs/5_things_to_look_for_in_bird_friendly_glass.pdf
http://www.glas-pro.com/docs/5_things_to_look_for_in_bird_friendly_glass.pdf


NEW GOV. MARIO CUOMO BRIDGE DAZZLES WITH SCENIC OVERLOOKS
Installation of GlasPro Bird Safe helps birds avoid collisions with glass

HIGH PERFORMANCE INSULATED GLASS WITH BIRD SAFE LAMINATED

Fully opened to traffic in 2018, the Governor Mario M. Cuomo Bridge is a three-mile state-of-the-art, twin-span crossing connecting Rockland and 
Westchester counties in New York. The bridge features the longest shared bicycle/pedestrian path in the nation. In addition to providing a new connection 
for non-motorized travel, the path — with its six scenic overlooks — offers an exciting and unique recreational experience. Each overlook was designed 
in partnership with the community and celebrates the rich history of the Hudson Valley. Craftsman Storefronts & Glass, Inc. under the direction of Laufs 
Engineering Design, turned to GlasPro to fabricate the triple-laminated glass with clear Sentry Glass Plus (SGP) interlayers and GlasPro Bird Safe coating 
for all six of the scenic overlooks. The 120” x 160” triple-laminated glass panels ensure the safety of bridge visitors, while GlasPro Bird Safe helps to 
prevent bird collisions with the glass.

View the GlasPro Bird Safe glass installations in the six overlooks
Fish & Ships, Palisades, Painters Point, River Crossing, Half Moon, and Tides of Tarrytown.

Location: Tarrytown, New York
Designer: Laufs Engineering Design
Installer: Craftsman Storefronts & Glass, Inc.
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https://mariomcuomobridge.ny.gov/explore-bridge-path

